Restore a TIH2012 Backup
to a Windows Drive C partition
By GroverH

This guide will illustrate how to restore a TrueImage Home backup of the Windows Drive
C system partition overtop an existing Windows Drive C partition. This type restore is
normally used to refresh an existing installation with a recent backup of the same partition.
Of course the backup can be a total backup of the complete system to include all partitions
but this guide refers only to the restoring of the windows system drive C and might include
the restore of the boot partition if that partition happens also to be damaged.
Other guides provide more detailed instruction in how to restore the entire disk.
Download link to other guides (Section 3) & helpful information.
The Acronis bootable media recovery device (CD or flash drive) is the device to be used
when restoring a TIH backup as illustrated in this guide. While this procedure illustrates
version 2012, it is also applicable to 2011, 2010 and 2009.
The Windows Disk Management graphical view (figure 1) illustrates important information
regarding the disk characteristics. Please review this tool on your own computer. It is also
a very good idea to print and carefully store this printout. In the absence of a printout, be
sure to take the time to draw a facsimile of this information so you have a recording of this
information before attempting a restore. Information needed is:
partition sequence
partition volume names;
partition drive letters
partition sizes
partition used space
partition free space
which partition is identified as the active partition
If you have not taken the time to assign meaningful volume names to your partitions, do so
without delay. For example, your system partition drive C for Windows 7 could have a volume
name of “Windows7-C” (without the quotes). These names will appear in future backups to
help in identification of your partitions so as to help avoiding any mistaken identity of
partitions.
When view this guide via PDF format, you may find it helpful to increase the view
magnification for enlarged viewing.
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Figure 1
Figure 1:

Windows Disk Management Graphical View
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Figure 2
Figure 2:

Select Recovery in the main menu.
Select “Disk & Partition” Recovery.
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Figure 3
Figure 3:

Browse to backup storage folder and select backup file.

Figure 4
Figure 4:

After the backup file is selected and highlighted, click OK.
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Figure 5
Figure 5:

Click Next. Only one backup file should be selected.

Figure 6

Figure 6:

Select Recover whole disks and click NEXT
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Figure 7
Figure 7:

Disk characteristics or configuration as illustrated by Windows Disk Management
graphical view. Note volume name; size and the active partition is identified. Your
restore should be to the same locations.

Figure 8
Figure 8:

Contents of backup file is displayed. Select the partition to be restored. Use the
volume name or partition characteristics as the method used to determine the correct
partition. Do not use drive letter as the drive letter supplied by Linux in this display
may differ from the Windows drive letter. Match volume name or other
characteristics. The Windows Disk management view can be helpful in supplying volume
name or drive characteristics as illustrated in figure 7.

Important note:

If partition 1 on your computer is a Recovery or System Reserved or OEM
partition, these do not normally need to be restored when restoring only your
Windows Drive C partition. However, if your are having trouble booting and do
need to restore partition 1, the procedure is the same as illustrated in this
guide except the source and target partitions are different (partition 1) than
shown in the guide.
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Figure 9
Figure 9:

Begin step1 and click “New location” to designate where the backup is to be
applied as a restore.

Figure 10
Figure 10:

Select the disk and partition to receive the restoration of the backup. Note
I have included a copy of the figure 8 selection. The volume description should
match in both the source and destination. The use of drive letters could be
confusing if they differ. Match the volume name or partition information so you
have a positive match between source and destination. Additional figure 10
examples of other computers found in figures 20-21.
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Figure 11
Figure 11:

Do step 2. Click “Change default.”

Figure 12

Figure 12:

Use your notes from the confirm the setting for Partition type and whether
the “Active” box should be checked or unchecked. When restoring only a single
partition, the default setting is usually correct but take the time to confirm
setting is correct.
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Figure 13
Figure 13:

Do step 3. Click “Change default” to confirm or set partition size.

Figure 14
Figure 14:

As this guide illustrates an original backup being overlayed over the original
partition, the restore is consuming the same amount of space. Also, very
important to note that your notes should indicate that the partition being
restored is not partition #1 so the “free space before” is and should be 0.
If the partition being restored was actually the first partition, then the “free
space before” may have a reading. If the os being restored was Windows 7 or
Vista or to an SSD drive, you would normally have a 1 “mb” of “free space
before” partition 1.
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Figure 15
Figure 15:

Observe the display which should indicate you have performed all 3 steps. The
partition location; the partition type +active (or non-active) ; and partition size
should have the correct information displayed for you to confirm. Click Next
to continue.

Figure 16

Figure 16:

Click options to check of any options need to be set or changed.
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Figure 17
Figure 17:

No options need to be changed unless you did not validate the backup via the
bootable media CD. Click Finish to continue.

Figure 18
Figure 18:

Verify the contents of the summary page. This guide was to illustrate how to
restore one partition which was your Windows Drive C partition with the volume
name of “Win7_OS_C”. The summary page above confirms that partition will be
deleted and then restored.
Click Proceed to continue or Cancel to start over.
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Figure 19
Figure 19:

Upon completion, this window should appear.
Shutdown the computer and disconnect the external disk–if attached.
Reboot the computer.

Instructions completed. By GroverH
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Appendix A
Other examples of different computer configurations of Windows Drive C being restored.

Figure 20
Figure 20:

Windows drive C being restored on a COMPAQ computer.
Volume name is not named but has an “unlabeled” as the indicator.

Figure 21
Figure 21:

Windows drive C being restored on a generic XP Pro computer.
Volume name is SATA-P1_C
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